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Kamen rider blade cards

This is a list of characters from the Japanese tokusatsu series Kamen Rider Blade (啦⾯啦ダー啦啦啦, Kamen Raidā Bureido). BOARD Short for Council archaeological research department, BOARD uncovered the seal of undead cards and developed the first two Rider systems. In super hero Taisen GP ends, the organization becomes
one of the sponsors along with Tachibana Racing Club for the former Kamen Rider 3 modified timeline, Kyoichiro Kuroi. Kazuma Kenzaki Kazuma Kenzaki (剣崎 啦真, Kenzaki Kazuma) was selected by the B.O.A.R.D. organization to use the sealed category of Spades (Change beetle) to become the Stone Rider Blade. He has a good
heart and believes in fighting to protect humanity. He would eventually sacrifice his own human existence by mutating into a second Joker after overusing his form of Rider King form transformation. It has forced a stalemate in the battle, while there is more than one undead, keeping humanity safe while allowing his friend Hajime, the
original Joker, to continue to live among people. Kazuma makes comeback appearances in The Stone Rider of the Decade and Stone Rider Zi-O; the second of which saw his re-established humanity. As a user of Rider System-02, developed by the board to allow a person to expand with undead DNA through Rouse cards, Kenzaki uses
Blay Buckle (啦啦啦啦啦ク啦, Burei Bakkuru) in conjunction with the Change Beetle Rouse card to become blade. In its default form, blade uses Blay Rouzer (啦啦啦啦ウザー, Burei Rauzā) sword as a weapon and storage unit for Rouse cards, including Proper Blanks. Blay Rouzer's built-in 'rouzing' technology allows blade to use undead
power in its attacks, using a combination of cards to perform a finishing attack. Kenzaki later receives a Rouze absorber (ウズ啦啦啦ゾーー, Rauzu Abuszōbā), a complementary Rouse device developed by Kei Karasuma to strengthen its capabilities by utilizing royal club undead. Using Absorb Capricorn as a catalyst, Kenzaki uses the
Fusion Eagle card to take over the Jack Form (ジ啦ク啦ォー啦, Jakku Fōmu) with flight capability and Blay Rouzer enhanced. After obtaining the Evolution Caucasus card, Kenzaki acquires the ability to take over the king form (キ啦啦啦啦啦啦啦ォー啦, Kingu Fōmu) with King Rouzer (キ啦啦啦啦ウザー, Kingu Rauzā) broadsword. While
it was assumed to only absorb the DNA of the Caucasian undead, Kenzaki's fusion ratio was strong enough to assimilate his entire deck. With widespread activity in this form, the subject of the coefficiency merger would increase exponentially, eventually mutated by humans into joker-type undead. To this end, the use on the part of
Kenzaki, was strictly warned and advised only as a last resort. Kazuma Kenzaki is portrayed by Takayuki Tsubaki (椿 隆啦啦, Tsubaki Takayuki). Sakuya Tachibana Sakuya Tachibana (橘 朔, Tachibana was originally a researcher of the BOARD's Humanity Foundation, who graduated from Sazahaib University and was selected as rider
system user 01, using the sealed category Ace of Diamond (Change Stag) to become The Stone Rider Garren (啦⾯啦ダーギ啦啦, Kamen Raidā Gyaren). From the beginning of the series, Tachibana begins to suffer from a form of cell breakdown, and only seals the undead with the process to slow down. Tachibana blames Karasuma for
his condition and the fact that Kenzaki was named as his backup rider in case he could not compensate himself did not improve his relationship with Karasuma. When he tried to seal the loaves undead before he attacked the board, Tachibana is forced to kidnap Karasuma for answers before he go into a coma. However, it is only later
revealed that the Karasuma he protected was just bait as Tachibana learns that it is actually his subconscious fear that causes the collapse. Tachibana hits isaka, the peasant of the undead, who recruits him by removing his fears with the exposure of Schuld Kestner seaweed, an extinct race that intensifies the aggressive nature of the
subject. Although he became more aggressive and worked under Isaka for more seaweed, Tachibana was unaware of any damage that would be done to his nervous system. Although his dear friend Sayoko Fukasawa tries to warn him, Tachibana does not listen until he is found to have murdered Sayok for interfering in his affairs.
Tachibana overcomes his fear while beating the peasants of the undead and sealing him. Later in the series, as a restitution for handling the undead, Tachibana takes Mutsuki under his wing, trying to help him stay in control of Spider Undead. Over the past few episodes, Stone Rider Garren came face to face with Giraffe Undead and
fought it out with him. Despite undead warning him of the consequences of Hajime being the last undead standing, making him a master of fighting, Garren insists on believing in his friend before the two fall off a cliff. The battle ended with Garren nowhere to be found and the King of the Undead sealed leaving the Joker as the winner. He
is found after the arrival of the chief telling Kenzaki that he was rescued because of him. As a user of Rider System-01, a prototype of the Rider Sistem-02, Tachibana uses garren buckle (ギ啦啦啦啦啦ク啦, Gyaren Bakkuru) in conjunction with the change of deer Rouse card to become Garren. In its default form, Garren uses garren
rouzer (ギ啦啦啦啦啦啦ウザ啦啦啦, Gyaren Rauzā) weapon as a weapon and storage unit for Rouse cards, including Proper Blanks. Garren Rouzer's built-in 'rouzing' technology allows Garren to use undead power in his attacks, using a combination of cards to carry out a finishing attack. Tachibana later gets his own Blasphorse absorber
from Kei Karasuma on his skills using Royal Club Undead. Using absorb snake cards as a catalyst, Kenzaki uses fusion peasant card to take over Jack Form (ジ啦啦ク啦啦ォー啦, Jakku Fōmu) with flight capability and Garren Rouzer reinforced Sakuya Tachibana is portrayed by Kousei Amano (啦啦 浩成, Amano Kōsei). Shiori Hirose
Shiori Hirose (広瀬 栞, Hirose Shiori) is a 20-year-old lady who is one of the few remaining board members after being attacked by the released Undead, helping riders by finding the undead on her Undead-search computer. She seems to care a lot about Kenzaki. Shiori Hirose is portrayed by Yumi Egawa (川 未, Egawa Yumi). Kei
Karasuma Kei Karasuma (烏丸 啓, Karasuma Kei) is president of the COUNCIL. The 48-year-old professor who created Rider systems 01 and 02 (Garren and Blade) as well as the Leangle system (03) while he was in control of Isaka. During his travels, he befriended Nobora Shima, to whom he entrusted Blasphoh's absorbers, even
though he knew he was undead. He is also aware of the side effect of King Kenzaki's form, as well as Tennoji's plans for a fake battle fight. 4 years in a non-canonical film after the end of the series he and Tachibana tried to cover 52 cards when the Albino Joker appeared and unsealed Undeads, who attacked and killed Karasuma. Kei
Karasuma is pictured Kazuhiro Yamaji (⼭,弘, Yamaji Kazuhiro). Yoshito Hirose Yoshito Hirose (広瀬 義, Hirose Yoshito) is Shiori's father, the one responsible for breaking the Undead Seal in a fit of madness, dies in the process. He created a trial series Undead Trial B (啦啦B, Toraiaru Bī) in his image to protect Shiori, owning all his
creator's memories. However, Trial B has been reprogrammed by Tennōji to continue monitoring the fixed undead battle and eliminate potential threats as he sacrifices to protect Shiori from the trial of G. Yoshito Hirose is portrayed by Junichi Haruta (啦啦 純啦, Haruta Jun'ichi). Hiroshi Tennoji Hiroshi Tennoji (啦啦啦 博史, Ten'nōji
Hiroshi) is the chairman of the board, which deliberately set a series of events in a false combat and the creation of the category ace kerberos so that he could have his warped dream of a new world order with himself as its ruler. In the end, he was murdered by a giraffe undead after being beaten by riders with his dreams shattered.
Hiroshi Tennoji is portrayed by Kohji Moritsugu (森次 晃嗣, Moritsugu Kōji). Hajime Aikawa Hajime Aikawa (川 始. Aikawa Hajime) is a mysterious man who is a human form of Black Joker Undead (黒いジーカー啦啦啦啦啦デ啦, Kuroi Jōkā Andeddo), also known as the Joker (ジーカー, Jōkā), the most feared undead able to take the form
of the defeated undead, whose victory in the battle for the fight would mean the end of all life on Earth. Weaned at a time when other were released, the Joker sealed Mantis Undead into the category of Ace of Hearts (Change Mantis) to become a wild card Stone Rider Chalice (啦⾯啦ダーカ啦啦, Kamen Raidā Karisu). The Joker later
sealed the previous winner of the battle known as the Human Undead, who willingly surrendered to provide him with a human form to hide his presence. But Royal Club Undead like Griffa Undead knew about it and tried to seal it, with a photographer named Kurihara fatally wounded by accident in a skirmish. The dying photographer
handed him a photo of his family and the Joker decided to protect his family to atone for his death, provided the identity of freelance photographer Hajime Aikawa. Although he thought that fewer people originally, Hajime's time at the Jacaranda Cafe with kurihara amane's daughter helped him embrace humanity to the point that he wished
he was truly human. Although he and Kenzaki didn't like each other before, Hajime's growing humanity eventually warmed to Kenzaki, who became his dear friend, then Garren and, later to a limited extent, Mutsuki as well. But when the Caucasus of the Undead takes most of its cards, sealed by mantis undead among them, it causes
Hajime to retreat back to the Joker after trying to resist until Leangle unseals hajime cards and uses the Undead against him. Even after he has managed to resalen them all, the Joker aspect has gained control and goes on a rampage until evolution paradoxa is available, what hajime get full control of himself. It took until giriffa undead
was sealed, making the Joker the last winner of the battle fight. Hajime loses control once more and his impulse as the Joker comes out with a Stone Seal creates his army of DarkRoaches to remove all his life. In the end, Kenzaki is the only one to fight him head on, with Hajime begging Kenzaki to beat him and seal it. The series ends
with Hajime being allowed to live as a man thanks to Kenzaki sacrificing his humanity and becoming the next Joker to force the fight into a stalemate. Although the events of The Rider Zi-O stone forced the two into a rematch that nearly destroyed the world, the fight ended with Hajime becoming completely human and allowed to live with
Amane. The event's missing ace, set in alternate continuity, sees Hajime sealed blade during their final battle before being unsealed four years later by Leangle due to the Albino Joker. In the end, Hajime sacrificed himself by switching places with Amane to save her and give other riders an advantage over their enemy. His spirit was later
shown staring at Amane, the girl assured by Kenzaki that Hajime would always be there. Hajime Aikawa is portrayed by Ryoji Morimoto (森 the 亮治, Morimoto Ryōji). Kotaro Shirai Kotaro Shirai (⽩井 虎太郎, Shirai Kotarō) is a 23-year-old aspiring writer who helps Kenzaki and Shiori is hospitality. He loves to drink milk. Kotaro Shirai is
portrayed by Terunosuke Takezai (⽵財 輝 the 助, Takezai Terunosuke). Jacaranda Cafe Haruka Kurihara Haruka Kurihara (栗原 遥, Kurihara Haruka) is Kotaro's older sister and owner of Jacaranda Cafe. Haruka Kurihara is pictured Kaori Yamaguchi (⼭⼝ Yamaguchi Yamaguchi (緒, Yamaguchi Kaori). Amane Kurihara Amane Kurihara
(栗原⾳, Kurihara Amane) is Haruka's 9-year-old daughter and Kotar's niece. She is a cheeky girl who has feelings for Hajime, and is why she finds out what it means to be human. In the series ending, she meets and lives happily with Hajime. Adult Amane returns during the events of Kamen Rider Zi-O as a worker like Jacaranda Café
before turning into another rider another blade (啦啦啦ザ啦啦啦, Anazā Bureido) antagonists, turning Kenzaki and Hajime man before being defeated by protagonists with all traces of the essence of the Joker she absorbs from two Kamen Riders destroyed. In an alternative continuity depicted in Missing Ace, teenaged Amane became a
delinquent as Hajime kept his promise to return. But after being targeted by the Albion Joker to power Jashin 14, she later realized that Hajime was looking at her in spirit and turned to a new leaf. Amane Kurihara is portrayed by Hikari Kajiwara (梶原 ひか, Kajiwara Hikari). As a teenager, Amane portrays Miku Ishida (未来 Ishida Miku).
Mutsuki Kamijo Mutsuki Kamijo (睦⽉, Kamijó Mutsuki) is a weak-wanted 17-year-old high-school boy was chosen incorrectly closed category Ace Clubs (Change Spider / Spider Undead) to use Rider System 03 and become a Stone Rider Leangle (啦⾯啦啦ダー啦, Kamen Raidā Rengeru), although reluctantly at first. He gains a thirst for
power as Spider Undead takes over his mind, using it to attack other riders. But later he is redeemed thanks to the sealed Tiger and Tarantula Undead giving Mutsuki the strength to force spider undead out and the opportunity to fight on his own strength, eventually allowing him to seal the Spider Undead properly and using the Rider
system without adverse effects, while psychologically properly completing him as a man able to be a rider. Soon after, Mutsuki becomes a valuable ally for other Stone Riders. He is also the only Rider stone in the show, which is based on arachnid. As a user of Rider System-03, developed by Isaka Reverse Engineering BOARD Rider
Systems, Mutsuki uses leangle buckle (啦啦啦啦啦ク, Rengeru Bakkuru) in conjunction with the Change Spider Rouse card to become Leangle. In its default form, Leangle uses Leangle Rouzer (啦啦啦啦啦啦ウザー, Rengeru Rauzā) staff with its built-in 'rouzing' technology allowing him to use undead power in his attacks, using a
combination of cards Perform a finishing attack. Mutsuki Kamijo is portrayed by Takahiro Hōjō (条 隆博, Hōjō Takahiro). Nozomi Yamanaka Nozomi Yamanaka (⼭ 望美, Yamanaka Nozomi) is a 17-year-old friend of Mutsuki. She was indirectly involved with things through him, and although she didn't understand what was happening to
him when it came to Spider Undead taking over his mind, she feared and cared for him no matter what. Her love was one of the main reasons he was able to resist Spider's influence. After the impact was erased and she learned the complete truth about the situation, she continued to stand by him. Nozomi Yamanaka is portrayed by Aris
Miyazawa (宮澤 亜理沙, Miyazawa Arisa). The Undead Undead (啦啦デ, Andeddo) are series' antagonists. There are 52 Undead arranged in four suits with the Joker, making a common deck of cards. The undead are also divided by category, with the Royal Undead being a much higher level of performance than others. The categories
Jack, Queen and King of the Undead are able to disguise as humans and are capable of much higher forms of thought than other undead; Create plans with depth, rather than just blindly attacking everything around. Category Ace Undead, whose cards power Rider systems, are also very strong but lack the form-shifting capabilities of the
high-class Undead despite being among the greatest warriors of the undead. Finally, the Joker can take the form of all the sealed Undead that he has. More Jokers can be created if a person abuses the Rider system. Another Albion Joker is also present in the film The Missing Ace. Diamond Suit Undead, whose sealed cards are used by
The Rider Garren Stone. Bat Undead (啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Batto Andeddo) Eight diamonds of the undead that Garren and Blade meet at the beginning of the series during their third mission. Unable to control the bats, Bat Undead stunned Garren in the cave before the Blade arrived in support of him. Once blinded by sunlight, Stone Riders
chased the Bat Undead through the cave into the darkest areas until its wings were clipped by Garren Rouzer before it sealed Garren's Scope Bat card. Voiced by Torah Ōmura (啦村 亨, Ōmura Tōru) Zebra Undead (ゼ啦啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Zebura Andeddo) Nine diamonds of the undead, which can form clones of themselves, attacking
people in the shopping center, while Garren and Blade forced him to retreat. The undead is later telekinetically forced isaka into testing the better Garren, ended up being sealed into a Gemini Zebra card. Pecker Undead (ペカ啦デ啦, Pekkā Andeddo) Four diamonds of the undead, which is sealed into rapid Pecker cards. Turtle of the
Undead (啦ー啦啦啦デ啦啦, Tōtasu Andeddo) Seven diamonds of the undead, which serves as a snake undead bodyguard to keep Blade and Garren from interfering with it Just be sealed into a rock turtle card when Garren gets his Jack form. Isaka Isaka (伊啦) is the human form of Jack of Diamonds Undead, Peasants of the Undead
(ピー啦啦啦ク啦啦啦デ啦啦, Pīkokku Andeddo), and creator of Leangle Buckles. He's lying to Garren to work for him until he killed Say as interfering in his affairs. Its power in human form is telekinesis, as well as the convoying of fireballs and mass hypnosis; who used to recruit people to help him create Leangle, with the help of Spider
Undead in search of the perfect host for him to control. Garren sealed it. Isaka is portrayed by Yasukaze Motomiya (宮 泰⾵, Motomiya Yasukaze). Azumi Azumi (あずみ) is the human form of the queen of diamonds of the undead, the serptian of the undead (啦ーペ啦啦啦デ啦啦, Sāpento Andeddo). She's a bit of a psychotic jellyfish
monster that hunts the Joker Undead, while the undead tortoise helped her. Her hair turns into snakes and can be used as whips. She was injured by Ryo Mikami, Hajime's look alike, and a sealed Chalice that gives a sealed Absorb Snake card to Garren so he can take over his own Jack Form. Azumi is portrayed by Mio Fukuzumi (福澄
美緒, Fukuzumi Mio). Kanai Kanai (⾦啦啦) is the human form of the king of undead diamonds, giraffes of the undead (ギァ啦啦デ啦啦, Girafa Andeddo). He is the first Undead to learn the truth about a false battle fight and the last Royal Club Undead to be sealed. He kills Tennōji, after using the Knights to fight for him, and steals the
Kerberos card so that he can gain the power to seal the Black Joker himself; Blackmail Hajime with if their fight becomes tied to the death of Father Amane to complete the fight. Despite being shot multiple times with Garren Rouzer, he resisted being sealed until Garren grabbed him and both plunged off a cliff they were fighting on. Kanai
is portrayed by Akira Kuboder (窪寺 昭, Kuboder Akira). Club Suit Undead, whose sealed cards are used by Rider Leangle. Mole Undead (啦啦啦デ啦啦, Mōru Andeddo) Three clubs of the Undead, who attacked the subway, eventually attacked the shopping center, which was reduced to rubble as a result of its destruction. He eventually
encounters Leangle, in his first fight without spider undead affecting his mind, and is sealed blade into the bolt mole card. Jellyfish Undead (ジェ啦ー啦ィ啦シ啦啦啦デ啦啦, Jerīfisshu Andeddo) Seven clubs of the Undead that can turn into a quantity of liquid to electrify people before Leangle uses the Chalice board to perform his own
Spinning Dance to seal the Undead into a Gelfish Jelly card. Octopus Undead (キ啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Sukiddo Andeddo) Nine clubs of the Undead, which was sealed in a smog octopus card, able to use tentacles on his back to support his body and move quickly through any terrain. Appearing in Hikaru's memory at the first combat, the



octopus of the undead is uncared during the events of the missing ace. Spider Ace clubs the Undead, which shoots a strap from the mouth to ensnare its victims to suck out their rescue forces, Spider Undead (啦パ啦ダー啦啦デ啦啦, Supaidā Andeddo) was an accomplice of Isaka, who allowed himself to be sealed when using his golden
spiders to choose Mutsuki Kamijó as a user of the Leangle system. It turned out to be partially closed, Spider Undead is able to possess Mutsuki and corrupt his mind, using man to become stronger during the battle fight until he no longer needs a human host. The spider is eventually forced out in a physical when Mutsuki attempted to
take over the king's form, his being rewritten by Noboru Shima. Spider Undead was duly blacked out by Mutsuki with King Rouser soon after. Daichi Daichi (啦啦) is a human form of Jack clubs undead, elephant of the undead (啦啦啦ァ啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Erefanto Andeddo). Although he is pacifist, he has tremendous physical strength,
which is also evident while he is human. He is usually found sunbathing near the pool; He wants to lie low until the battle fight is complete, so he became the winner by becoming the winner. He considers it pointless to fight the enemy unless he knew the limits of the opponent's abilities. It was sealed by Jack Form's Lightning Slash Blade.
Daichi is portrayed by Kairi Narita (成,浬, Narita Kairi). Noboru Shima Noboru Shima (嶋 昇, Shima Noboru) is the human form of the king of the clubs of the Undead, Tarantula Undead (啦啦啦チ啦啦啦デ啦啦, Taranchura Andeddo). Shima is different from the other undead because he has a good heart and loves humanity, bringing rouze
absorber blade during his battle with the elephant undead. It helps Mutsuki remove Spider Undead's influence by allowing himself to be sealed by Leangle's Blizzard Crush. It was only when Tiger Undead sacrificed himself that Shima was able to finally lend his power to Mutsuki to help him defeat the Dead Spider. Noboru Shima is
portrayed by Kazunari Aizawa (澤 成, Aizawa Kazunari). Hikaru Jó Hikaru Jó (啦啦啦, Jó Hikaru) is a human form of the Queen of the Clubs of the Undead, Tiger Undead (啦ガー啦啦デ啦啦, Taigā Andeddo), who takes great pride and fights with dignity. While in human form, she has a mysterious speed and power. After learning that the
battle fight is fake, which means she fights without purpose, she infiltrates the board, only to meet Titan, learning about Hiroshi's intent, and trying to hurt Nozomi out of anger. She asks Tachibana to borrow his Rouze Absorber, later battling Leangle, to deliberately lean on Leangle Rouzer and taking the correct empty seal herself. In
Mutsuki's subconscienty, he encourages him to continue to fight both light and darkness. Hikaru is shown by Akane Hamasaki (浜崎 茜, Hamasaki Akane). Heart Suit Undead, whose sealed cards are used stone Rider Chalice. Mantis Undead (マ啦ティ啦啦啦デ啦, Mantisu Andeddo) Ace of the Hearts of the Undead also known as the
Legendary Chalice, Mantis undead is the best warrior of all the undead. He was sealed by Hajime before the series as a Mantis change card, which he used to become the Rider Stone Chalice. Human undead (啦ーマ啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Hyūman Andeddo) Two hearts of the undead and the winner of the previous battle, able to communicate
with people through telepathy. After it was unsealed, the human undead allowed Hajime to seal it into the Spirit of the Human Card to influence the Joker's personality. He is portrayed by Ryoji Morimoto. Plant undead (プ啦啦啦啦啦啦デ啦, Puranto Andeddo) Seven hearts of the undead that Kenzaki met after the disintegration of the
COUNCIL, first appears in the observatory to strangle people. But given that Amane was there, Chalice comes after the monster escapes the Blade and goes after the girl. After Chalice leaves with Amane, the Race undead telepathically calls The Chalice before ambushing blade while waiting for the arrival of his opponent. Once the
chalice arrives, the plant of the undead is sealed in a bio plant card. Moth Undead (啦啦啦デ啦啦, Mosu Andeddo) Eight hearts of the Undead, whose flammable powder is lethal to people, calls Hajime by burning photos in his room. He manages to overwhelm The Chalice until the Blade arrives, with Chalice using another rider as a
distraction to target the sea at his weak spot before sealing him into the Reflect Moth card. Centipede undead (セ啦啦チピー啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Senchipīdo Andeddo) Ten hearts of the undead that caused nearby in echoing caves with fever-induced poison. Among his victims was Amane, who had to be taken to hospital quickly. Learning
this, Hajime ran to get an antithoy with Kenzaki following as Garren tries to seal the Undead. While blade is forced to hold Garren off, Chalice seals the Undead into the Shuffle Centipede card after chopping off centipedes sticking to the undead right shoulder so an antidy can be made. Shell Undead (シェ啦啦啦デ啦啦啦, Sheru Andeddo)
Five hearts of the undead that attacks Hajime, while befriending Jin Ichinose near Hogoka. Although he escaped from The Chalice in the first fight, Shell Undead opened fire on Jin's ship before it was sealed into the Drill Shell card. Dragonfly undead (啦啦啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Doragonfurai Andeddo) Four hearts of the undead, which can
summon dragonflies and fly, calls Hajime out after the kidnapping of Amane and Haruka. But the Undead are forced to retreat when the Chalice overwhelm him. The next time he attacks, the dragonfly of the undead is sealed chalice to Float Dragonfly, which is commonly used for aviation Chalice also uses it as an alternative form when
Takahara steals the Hajime Category Ace card for a while, letting Kenzaki borrow it to use its flying ability to take Change Mantis back. Paradoxa Undead (パ啦啦キ啦啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Paradokisa Andeddo) King of the Hearts of the Undead, which was sealed before the events of the series into evolution card used the Chalice to take over
its wild card form, an alternative version of the Undead appearing in the alternate dimension depicted in the Stone Rider decade. Miyuki Yoshinaga Miyuki Yoshinaga (啦啦 みゆ啦, Yoshinaga Miyuki) is a human form of Queen of Hearts undead, Orchid Undead (啦ーキ啦啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Ōkiddo Andeddo), using others to get what she
wants when using her vine to bind her victims. Kotaro, who has a love for her, continues to befriend her despite what she has done with him and will keep her away from Hajime. This led to her being unable to cope with human emotions. It was sealed with a chalice for absorbent orchids. Miyuki Yoshinaga is portrayed by Mika Hijii (肘井 美
佳, Hijii Mika). Shinmei Shinmei (名) is the human form of Jack of Hearts Undead, Wolf of the Undead (ウ啦啦啦啦啦デ啦, Urufu Andeddo), later sealed into fusion wolf cards. Shinmei is portrayed by Masashi Kagami (加々美 正史, Kagami Masashi). Spades Suit Undead, whose sealed cards are used Stone Rider Blade, the whole suit
fused into his body whenever it is assumed King Form. Beetle undead (啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Bītoru Andeddo) Spades Undead, which was sealed into a change beetle card used by Kenzaki. Lizard Undead (ザー啦啦デ啦啦, Rizādo Andeddo) Two spades of the undead, which was sealed in a Slash Lizard card used by blade. While appearing
in Hikaru's memory for the first combat, the lizard of the undead is undeterred during the events of the missing ace. Loaves Undead (ローカ啦啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Rōkasuto Andeddo) Five spades of the undead, able to jump to great heights and smash his body into a swarm of loaves, attacking the board headquarters with most of its
members killed by blade sealing him into kick loafer cards. Deer Undead (ディ啦ー啦啦デ啦啦, Diā Andeddo) Six spades of the undead, which has lightning force, calls Garren before he ends the fight Blade and Garren with the former sealing him into the Thunder Deer card. Trilobite Undead (啦ロ啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Torirobaito Andeddo)
Seven spades of the undead that Isaka forced to serve his purpose of attack kidnapped Kenzaki in both retrieving data from the human Fusion Rate as blade develop leangle system along with data on him, Blade, Chalice, and Garren. The undead end up being beaten by blade and sealed into a metal trilobite card. Jaguar Undead (ジガー
啦デ啦啦, Jagā Andeddo) Nine spades of the undead who use his Maul his victims, avoid the Chalice as he overpowered and intimidated spider undead into attacking Sayoko. The blade saves Sayako and manages to seal the Undead into a Mach Jaguar card. The Lion of the Undead (啦啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Raion Andeddo) Three spats of
the undead that Isaka recruits to kidnap the ideal candidates Spider Undead identified for the Project Leangle. While kidnapping Mutsuki, Lion Undead confronts Blade and is forced to retreat. When Lion Undead continues its attack, it is sealed with a blade as part of the Beat Lion card. Boar Undead (ボ啦啦啦デ啦啦, Boa Andeddo) Four
spades of the undead, which was sealed in a deal boar card Kenzaki used, briefly unsealed Leangle. Buffalo Undead (ァロー啦デ啦啦, Baffarō Andeddo) Eight spades of the undead, which is sealed into a buffalo card magnet. Scarab Undead (啦カ啦ベ啦デ啦啦, Sukarabe Andeddo) That spate of the undead, which affects time and
serves as the king subordinate, Blade managed to seal it into the Time Scarab card after using a piece of cloth that Scarab Undead had in his hand to be froze in time. Yazawa Yazawa (⽮沢) is a human form of queen of spades of the undead, Capricorn of the Undead (カプ啦啦ー啦啦デ啦, Kapurikōn Andeddo), even if he is a man. He
teams up with Miyuki to get Blay Buckle out of Kenzaki, but fails when Chalice intervenes in a brawl. He has a high incisive scream that can exterminate anything, as the Centipede of the Undead called on him to fight. It was sealed by Blade. Yazawa is portrayed by Atsushi Korechika (近 敦啦啦, Korechika Atsushi). Takahara Takahara
(原) is the human form of Jack of the Spades of the Undead, Eagle of the Undead (啦ー啦啦啦デ啦啦, Īguru Andeddo). He made a deal with Mantis undead to fight as the two last undead standing 10,000 years ago. Currently, he incorrectly identifies Hajime as Mantis undead (as he saw Hajime transform into Chalice). He took the Change
Mantis card from him with the intention of avenging his friend. He summons feathers that he can use as a throwing dazzles. It was sealed by Blade. Takahara is portrayed by Yasufumi Hayashi (林 泰, Hayashi Yasufumi). King King (キ啦啦, Kingu) is the human form of the King of the Spades of the Undead, Caucasus of the Undead (啦ー
カ啦啦啦啦デ啦啦, Kōkasasu Andeddo), who presents as a teenage boy with a pesky personality. He loves to cause trouble and mess with everyone. He also steals Hajime rouze cards to push him back into his Joker form, giving the deck to Mutsuki to get the resulting mess. He uses telekinesis and can summon his shield by clapping his
hands. Although he managed to take his deck away from him, Blade managed to beat him and sealed the Caucasus with Blay Rouzer. The king is portrayed by Makoto Kamijo (條 誠, Kamijó Makoto). Other undead The Trial series (啦啦啦啦啦) are artificial Undead created by the BOARD using technology and human DNA, lacking the
immortality of the Undead have yet to absorb the correct blanks instead of being closed. The tests were designed to interfere with undilocked combat. Trial B (啦啦B, Toraiaru Bī, Boss) Court, which was filled with the DNA of Yoshito, who copied his memories into the process while programming him to protect Shiori. Although Trial B is
reprogrammed by Tennoji to watch the solid Undead battle in the elimination of potential threats, he remembers his basic programming and sacrifices to save Shiori from Trial G. Trial D (啦啦啦D, Toraiaru Dī, Damned) Trial deployed to remove Kenzaki when the card is from reaching King Form, only to be destroyed once Kenaki reach
form. Trial E (啦啦啦E, Toraiaru Ī, Evolution) Trial created from the DNA of Sakuy Tachibana and imprinted with his battle data as Garren, destroyed blade king form Royal Straight Flush. Another Trial E appeared in Hyper Battle Video Blade vs Blade, disguised as Kenzaki wearing a red scarf, it copied Blay's buckle and turned into an
Imitation Blade (偽啦啦啦啦啦 Nise Bureido). Fought the real Blade to a halt with a clueless Tachibana and Mutsuki able to tell the obvious difference. He was eventually defeated by Jack Form Blade and King Form with the help of the distant Tapir Leangle and Garren's Gemini Zebra. Trial F (啦啦啦F, Toraiaru Efu, Fake) Trial created
from the DNA of the Paradox of the Undead to capture Kenzaki before the destruction of the Wild Chalice is a ferocious cyclone. Trial G (啦啦啦G, Toraiaru Jī, Ghost) Trial imprinted with leangle battle dates like Garren, overwhelmed by both Hikaru Yoga and Kamen Riders. It was about killing Shiori until Trial B intervened to remember
the original programming its creator had given him. Devastated by wild cyclone Wild Chalice and Blade King Form's Royal Straight Flush. Titan Titan (ティ啦ー啦, Titān) is undead that Tennoji created by merging the Scorpio and Chameleon undead into one body with access to the former poison and its camouflage/disguise capabilities
with two buckles on the belt. Titan is deployed to turn Stone Riders on top of each other before they trick the Undead into revealing themselves and sealed it back into two cards. Titan is voiced by Katsumi Shiono and Chika Kobayashi (啦林 知佳, Kobayashi Chika). Kerberos Kerberos (ケ啦ベロ啦, Keruberosu) is undead, that Tennoji
made from the DNA of all 53 Undead to overcome the Joker in power, created as the fifth ace, which Tennoji intended to be the winner of the battle he founded. But Keroberos was out of Tennoji's control, killing his entire staff after he was born from the Stone Seal. The undead managed to absorb the decks of Chalice and Leangle, along
Jack and the queen of garren cards. Kerberos even overpowered Blade King Form at first but was beaten by Royal Straight Flush with Tennoji using the Keroberos change on himself to become Keroberos II before Kanai takes it. While the card is lost in the series finale, Change Keroberos has been restored and used by The Rider Glaive
stone in alternative Missing Ace events, with two copies of the card used in creating Riders Lance and Larc. Kerberos is voiced by Katsumi Shiono. Darkroaches The Darkroaches (ダークローチ, Dākurōchi) are cockroach-like undead grunts that are an extension of the stone seals that manifest themselves once Hajime is the only
remaining undead in combat with their sole goal of destroying all life on Earth that is able to respawn from the monolith after it has been destroyed. Once Kenzaki became the second Joker undead, darkroaches disappeared because Battle Fight was put into a stalemate. Darkroaches will resurfac in 2019 during the Kamen Ride Zi-O
events, when Amane becomes the world's only joker after extracting undead essence from Kenzaki and Hajime, only to be permanently destroyed when the joker's essence is completely removed. Other characters Sayoko Fukasawa Sayoko Fukasawa (沢 啦夜啦, Fukasawa Sayoko) is Tachibana's girlfriend from college. As a nurse, her
office was open to Tachibana whenever she needed to rest. She tried to help him before she was killed by Isaka/Peacock Undead for interfering with his plan. Because of her death, Tachibana's fear stopped, and she was avenged when she sealed Isaka. Sayoko Fukasawa is portrayed by Urara Awata (粟,麗, Awata Urara). Jin Ichinose
Jin Ichinose (瀬 仁, Ichinose Jin) is a young street musician who befriended Hajime after the latter left Amane for personal reasons. Jin is the prodigal son of a prominent composer who wants to become a musician like his older brother. But Jin, as a misanthrope, wants to be independent and far from humanity on a ship he worked hard to
make and prepared for. After seeing Hajime turn into a Chalice, Jin finally severed his ties with Hajime after his battle with Shell Undead resulted with Jin's boat being burnt out, killing a young man's dream. Jin Ichinose is portrayed by Sora Touma (藤間 宇宙, Tóma Sora). Go Kiryu Go Kiryu (桐啦 豪, Kiryū Gō) is a former board member
who was supposed to be the first user of Garren, but was incompatible. Kiryu had a warped sense of justice, using his prosthetic hand to electrocute petty crooks. Eventually, after discovering Leangle, he briefly used the leangle belt, recognized by Spider Undead as a more suitable like-minded vessel. But once defeated, Spider Undead
left Kirya for Mutsuki as loaves, stings and Jaguar Undeads mauled Kiryu on command. Go Kiryu is portrayed by Nozoma Masuzawa (増沢 望, Masuzawa Nozomu). Kaimioka Rei Kamioka (丘, Kamioka Rei) is a photographer who is a close friend of the Kurihara family who employs Hajime as an apprentice. When she examined the
image of the place where Amane's father died, she discovered that Hajime was in the picture. At first, she thought Hajime had killed Mr. Kurihar, but later realized his innocence. She also saw Hajime transform into The Chalice, which saved her when she was under attack by Eagle Undead. Rei Kaimioka is portrayed by Touko Fujita (藤 to
瞳, Fujita Tōko). Tatsuya Yamaguchi Tatsuya Yamaguchi (⼭⼝ ⾠000, Yamaguchi Tatsuya) is a motorcycle racer who helps riders stop Wolf Undead but tries to block out creatures so riders can catch up with him. Tatsuya Yamaguchi portrays herself. Ryo Mikami Ryo Mikami (啦啦, Mikami Ryō) is an exact appearance-like Hajime, which
makes takoyaki as a member of the Iroha clan, having banned romance with Michi. Enough with his life, he exchanged identities with hajime amnesia. However, he will return to reclaim his place, fighting as Taiyaki Master Ultimate Form (啦啦ヤキ名啦啦ティ啦啦啦啦啦啦啦ォー啦, Taiyaki Meijin Arutimetto Fōmu), which was a training suit
used by the Hoheta Clan, helping Hajime in the fight against Had undead. He also has a switch on his suit, which is called Ultimate Form Special Turbo (啦啦ティ啦啦啦啦啦啦ォー啦ペシ啦啦啦啦啦ーボ, Arutimetto Fōmu Supesharu Tābo), which lights up the fish and allows it to move faster. Ryoji Morimoto, who already portrays Hajime
Aikawa, also portrays Ryo Mikami. Michi Michi (未知) is Ry's girlfriend. Although she is the daughter of taiyaki-making Iroha clan rival, the Hoheto clan, she also does takoyaki and supports Ryo. When Ryo and Hajime change their identities for a while, she discovers that her boyfriend (actually Amnesiac Hajime) has hidden abilities and
eventually fell in love with him a second time. Despite Hajime, she made two rival clans reconcile with each other. Eventually, she and Ryo got married after they found out that Ryo and Hajime were two different people. Michi is portrayed by Michie Kitaura (浦 実枝, Kitaura Michie). Umi Ikuhara Umi Ikuhara (原 ⽻美, Ikuhara Umi) is a
young girl whose parents and brother died in the earthquake, saw Kenzaki transform into blade. Kenzaki was in a lot of trouble because she wanted Kenzaki to be her superhero. Through Kenzaki, she learned the true importance of protecting people because she believes that no one will protect her. Umi Ikuhara portrays Megumi Shoji (海
林 愛美, Shoji Megumi). Obtained from
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